
MinuteMan Press (by coaches John Silva & Enrique Boggio)
As we near the end of the regular season, the MinuteMan Press team has grown in confi-
dence and skill. The future stars have mastered sharing the ball with each other and love 
dribbling the ball around pylons while playing the snake game! Games are always excit-
ing and everyone loves cooling off at the end with a cold freezie. Alex Cunha is always 
ready to get into the play and help out his team while Ava Tamo is always enthusiastic 
and eager to learn. Owen Silva and Braedyn Mcintosh love to battle for the ball while try-
ing to score for their team. Beckett Bjelic and William Levesque love sharing the ball and 
are always in the play while Madison Farnell cheers them on! Nichlas Friars has joined 
his team again and continues to work hard on the field.
Keep up the good work everyone!

Starry Business Solutions (by coach Uwe Samstag-Schnock)
I can’t wait until Tournament Day when the little stars come back to show off their newly 
honed skills going through an obstacle course. Marcus Harrison showed his enthusiasm 
coming back after vacation as did senior Quinn Hagley, who will move up to U7 for sure. 
Siblings Emily and Matthew Theoret showed that soccer is about running and listening, 
while Teagan Duplantis turned into a soccer fanatic burning the remaining grass on the 
field. Lauren McCarthy keeps on approaching the ball with measured resolve while Alesia 
Mazzocato takes care of the little Cody Ryan when his sister cannot come. Alesia’s kick 
strength will do her well in the U7 next season. Julia Hansmann demonstrates that size 
doesn’t matter in soccer and learned how to play the ball with the inside foot, while Julia 
Kerns made sure mom got the same exercise she did. Michela Fortner is exemplary in 
practicing the skills and listening to instructions – a pleasure to coach indeed. She’ll 
move up to U7 to experience more challenges. Faith Augusto came out strong in the last 
sessions, running and playing like a pro. Good to see that Indiana Beauline consistently 
shared his passion on the field with dad and his team mates. 

JK Concrete Forming (by coach Cory Carter)
Wow! It has been a very successful summer of soccer for both the Royal Blue and Yellow 
JK Concrete Forming Teams.  The brother and sister tandem of Nicole and Joshua Kirin 
with have made great strides to keep Royal Blue very competitive.  Logan Kelly, Eric 
Proud, Darragh Sawyer, Caitlin Bradley, Kelsey Harley, and Marco Boggio have increased 
their running speed and have become a threat to score every game.  Strong offensive 
play has been provided by Ethan Xavier, Xavier Costa, Ben Madden and Andrew Peters.  
On the defensive side of the ball Zach Cote, Ethan Guthries-Kirkimtzis, Brooklyn Slade 
and Said Peco, have all kept the offensive side off the score board many times this sea-
son.  Good luck to all of you who graduate to the U7 program. Remaining KSA’s we will 
see all of you back next season.  

Milton Community Nursery School (by coaches Tracy Faulkner & Jillian Morandin)
The season  is coming to a close and WOW what an improvement in all our young soccer 
stars!  Joshua and  Zachary, have shown huge development in dribbling the ball through 
the pylons, while Robbie and Ryan have shown their skill with scoring in the  net.  Noah, 
Jamie and Alex have proven to be some of the fastest sprinters down the field.  Sydney 
and Alyson have shown their enthusiasm with great team work and a lot of soccer spirit 
and then Emily must get recognition for always being the first player on the field every 
week eager to get started.  The freezies have been the main attraction for most of the 
summer and Matthew has done a GREAT job guarding the cooler.  Coach Jillian and Coach 
Tracy are very proud of how far each of the players of MCNS have come  this summer 
with their individual soccer development and we look forward to seeing the entire team 
out for tournament day for a lot of FUN. 

BDP Weatherhead 1:2 Snap Milton 
The BDP Weatherhead and Snap Milton teams met in an entertaining match where both 
sides showed talent and determination.  BDP Weatherhead gained an early lead when 
Campbell Wackerlin fed a precise pass through to Kody Stoute, who finished with a pow-
erful and well-placed shot.  Going a goal down inspired the Snap Milton team and they 
surged forward, led by the strong play of Victor Maugeri and Jonas Mogilnicki.  If not for 
the brave efforts of Jaden Hyde in the BDP goal and some wonderful defending by Con-
norSmith, Snap Milton would surely have equalized in the first half.  The second half was 
a back and forth battle.  The BDP’s Michael Buttigieg was unstoppable while charging 
up field with the ball at his feet.  His shots missed by mere inches or were turned away 
by the great goaltending Snap Milton’s Cole DeFazio.  In the end it was the play of Noah 
Mistuzzi that proved to be the difference.  The Snap Milton forward dribbled the length of 
the field and put away two remarkable goals.

JK Concrete Forming 4:0 SnapMilton
Both teams played well at the start, limiting opponents chances at both ends of the 
pitch, but eventually Concrete Forming went ahead and stayed ahead for remainder of 
the game.  Yellows offense was powered by Adam (#8) who showed good hustle and 
had the game's first two shots on net.  His tenacity resulted in a goal in the second half.  
Connor (#10) and Cameron (#12) potted the remaining goals, 2 and 1 respectively, and 
created many opportunities by executing crisp passes between themselves, and other 
teammates.  Nicolas #3 and Ethan provided strong defensive play in front of goalie Abbey 
#4.  Kudos to both teams for playing well in this match.  We look forward to seeing action 
from these two teams in the upcoming soccer tournament.

Versatile Millwrights 1:0 Body & Sole
Seems like the greens have the oranges’ number this season. The Versatile team, 
strengthened by the return of Shay White from vacation, kept the ball moving on this 
wonderful evening. With Corlin Varga sweeping in front of brother Frankie Varga in goal, 
not many balls came through. With Erik  Forsstrom back from Sweden, the defense was 
solid augmented by the energizer-Nicole Chapman and Erin Fenton. Tyler Dewar pres-
sured Body&Soles mid-field and worked with Shay and Shannon Sadler on scoring the 
game winner. Frankie was fearless in goal and stopped all rushes to the net. Good to see 
the three amigos Alison Langton, Kaleigh Ryan and Lorelei McKeown getting into action, 
blocking Body & Sole’s midfield from setting up passes. It’s coming together for this 
young Versatile Millwright team. 

Halton Community Rehabilitation Centre 0:3 Complete AV
Complete AV (AV) and Halton Community Rehabilitation Center (HCRC) faced off in their 
final meeting of the 2007 regular season.  Complete AV struck early with goals from 
Ilmar Kanbergs and Jordan Johnson.  Noah Challenges tended to goal in the first half 
and had to be sharp on a couple of good attempts by the HCRC forwards.  Shaheer Dar 
and Mariana Mariles each played an outstanding game for HCRC in defense.  They helped 
limit AV’s chances with a high work rate and tenacious tackles.  The second half of the 
game was highlighted by HCRC storming AV's goal.  Domenic DeMedeiros and Michael 
Mulraney showed wonderful skill while attacking.  Their efforts resulted in a number of 
excellent opportunities right in front of AV's goal.  AV goaltender Ilmar Kanbergs had to be 
alert to keep his team out front.  Jake Michaelis also provided timely defensive blocks to 
prevent HCRC from scoring.  It was a well-earned a shut-out victory for the AV squad.

Horne Construction 4:3 Complete AV
After slowly closing the gap throughout the previous three encounters, this was Horne 
Construction's first win over Complete AV! Very focused play by Melissa Carter, who as-
sisted in the winning goal, and many break-away rushes by Kirstin Gallant, who will no 

doubt get her first goal before the season is over. Solid defensive play by Julianna Popp 
and Isabella Maugeri, along with goalie Anje Samstag-Schnock kept Complete AV from 
scoring on their many opportunities. Assisting in defense on the right was Avery Fenton, 
who is developing great game sense. Exuberantly like always, Colin Sadler had a hat 
trick, keeping Horne Construction ahead of the yellows at all times. Special mention 
to Max Horne for outstanding game commentaries and encouragement of team mates, 
aside from being in the right spot when needed. Good to see that newcomer Victoria 
Peetoom is applying the skills she learned in her inaugural season and Lucas Price is 
becoming comfortable with positional play. Lastly, we are celebrating young Michael 
O'Shea's first and game winning goal - it's always a joy to watch the excitement in a 
player's face when the ball crosses the goal line. Down to half their roster Complete AV 
showed what they were made of in keeping the score close against the more numerous 
Horne Construction roster.  The "Yellows" were boosted with the appearance of Vasco 
Gamero, who came on to cheer his comrades.  Unfortunately, he will not be back in time 
to play for them on tournament day.  Complete AV was led by the "give-and-go" play of 
Jett Rykhoff and Jordan Jones who netted a goal each in second half.  Ilmar Kanbergs 
continued his scoring streak by kicking a goal from the Navy's midfield.  AV defense was 
powered by Ryan Egger and Savroop Pamma, who among other things were called upon 
to perform sideline throw-in duties.  The game was exciting throughout, and only reached 
its zenith in the dying minutes.  We can only hope these two teams will meet again on 
tournament day to determine "bragging rights".

Heathwood Homes 2:1 Ryno Renovations
Yet again it has come down to a 1 goal game between Heathwood Homes and Ryno 
Renovations.  A solid performance by both teams led to a very entertaining game for all 
involved.  The final goal coming on the very last play of the game to seal the victory for 
Heathwood. Farzad Najem supported the team in net for the complete game and had 
great drop kicks to relieve Yellow's pressure.  Shaan Sohail and Gordon Woodcock elimi-
nated many of Yellow's break-away chances. Paulina Kaminska was at the ball when 
she needed to and Andrea Marlies fought hard against Max Michaelis on a number of 
occasions turning good scoring chances away. Rhuadhri Hakime was relentless in mid-
field demonstrating his superior game sense and deft handling of the ball, while setting 
up many rushes toward Nico Sinnige's net for Tomiwa Odemidun (1 goal with his left 
inside foot), Wyatt Turner (assisted in Tomiwa's goal), and Patryk Kaminska (1 goal upon 
a swift pass from Tomiwa). Helping the defense were midfielders Alexandru Teoderscu 
and Daniel Kupiec, both connecting well today, while centre mid Gabe Pacchione made 
many important plays that kept Yellow under pressure. Yellow through the strong middle 
play of Zachary Boswell (1 goal) and Marcello Mule pushed the ball away from the green 
team for most of the game.  Newcomers Jens Samstag-Schnock and Payne Wood applied 
defensive pressure throughout the game and battled very hard.  

Heathwood Homes 2:1 Team Tiger
After having been beaten by the leading Team Tiger team in all previous matches, the Heath-
wood Homes team was determined to get a point, despite having only 1 substitute. Adopting 
the "rope-a-dope game" strategy, the greens took a surprising lead when Tomiwa Odem-
idun broke away and volleyed at blue's goalie Iason Kambourelis, who almost was able to 
stop the ball, when it glided through his hands. After that, it was Team Tiger climbing on 
the roof of Heathwood's Home. However, strong defensive play by Patryk Kaminska, Malik 
Shillingford, and Shaan Sohail was instrumental in preventing the equalizer. Crucially, all 
mid-fielders helped the defense stay clear, with Rhudaidhr (Roo) Hakime guiding his line to 
assist the defense and move the ball up. Wyatt Turner put in a superb effort and provided 
long passes to our lonely forward. Alexandry Teoderscu, Daniel Meeham and Daniel Kupiec 
took care of the righ and left centre area, while Gabe Pacchione took the passes from Roo 
and moved them into the opponents half. After a 1-0 lead at half time, the ever dangerous 
Kai-Uwe Samstag-Schnock was allowed a kick from 20 yards out, which sailed unstop-
pable over flawless goalie Farzad Najem into the net for the equalizer. Focusing on walking 
away with a tie, the greens kept the blues at bay. Gordon Woodcock swept any loose balls 
away, while Patryk cleared the ball with great kicks. Gabe picked up one of these kicks and 
chipped it towards the centre line where Tomiwa picked it up and rushed across the half of 
the field, keeping his cool, using his inside foot to knock the game winning goal into Iason's 
net just seconds before the final whistle was blown. A lobsided game won by the underdog 
(no longer) - congrats!

Cardinals 2 : 1 Milton
The away game of our challenge with the Cardinals resulted in a similar close loss as before. 
This time, though, we called up more 8 year olds to make up for absences and were proud to 
see them stepping up to the level of play. After two quick goals by the Cardinals in the first 
half, Milton started to gel and created heart-stopping scoring opportunities. A 25 yard volley 
by Zach Boswell was just parried over the cross bar by Cardinal’s superb goalie. Jumping 
into net the second half, Ryan Novak kept the Cardinals at bay and earned a shut-out, while 
Joshua Blazina netted Milton’s goal mid-way through the half. Tracy Armstrong, in her debut 
on the All-Star roster performed solid in left defense and prevented many attacks – congrats 
Tracy! Twins Daniel and Adam Svoboda got to play at the same time, defense and offense 
respectively, with Adam’s lob header just sailing over the cross bar. Daniel locked down the 
left confidently. Julia Kern and Will Duggin rounded out the team in mid field, while Isaac 
Mistruzzi and Ilmar Kanbergs provided assistance to the forwards. Great game and experi-
ence for the soccer hungry U10s.

Indoor 2007 & Outdoor 2008 soccer registration: 
Current	players	must	register	on	or	before	Sep.	8th	(Tournament	Day)	

New	players	can	register	after	Sep.	9th	–	check	our	website.

Thank	You	Sobeys,	for	supplying	our	players	with	freezies!
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U12 Competitive Standings
Team  GF      GA    W       L       T        P
Heathwood Homes 15        27    3        5    2       11
Ryno Renovations 12        26    2        7       1        7
Team Tiger  25          9    7        2       0       21
Montana’s Cookhouse 23        11    6        3       1       19
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September Soccer Schedule 
(soccer doesn’t end just because school starts)

Die-Hard Soccer Month at the Academy
Monday      Tuesday      Wednesday    Thursday     Friday

3 
Labour Day
No Soccer

4 
U7 
6:30pm

5
U10 
6:30pm

6
U12 
6:30pm

7   
Team 
Germany 
6:30pm

10 
No Soccer

11 
U7 
6:30pm

12
U10 
6:30pm

13
U12 
6:30pm

14 
Team 
Germany 
6:30pm

Sep 8th Tournament Day for KSA,U7,U10,U12 
check website for details

21/28  
Team 
Germany 
6:00pm


